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Editor’s Note: The following article was submitted by Jennifer DeBruin describing her 2015
emotional trip to her ancestral home in the Mohawk Valley of New York State. Cornwall
Township is home for many other UEL decedents; this article will undoubtedly evoke similar
sentiment for those readers. Jennifer is a writer and author of novels: A Walk With Mary (2012),
Shadows in the Tree (2013) and Daughter of Conflict (2015). www.jenniferdebruin.com We
always welcome submissions from our members so if you have a story to tell, please contact the
editor.

Home Is Where the Heart Is: Reflections on Loyalist Family Connections to
Stormont, Dundas & Glengarry (SD&G) and the Mohawk Valley, NY
by Jennifer (Lalonde) DeBruin

The places of our ancestors connect many of us to our past perhaps giving us the only tangible
connection we have left to people and times long ago. Some of us plan our vacations to such
destinations near and far: visiting the hometowns of our loved ones, stopping at historic sites that
were once the places our families lived their daily lives, now turned tourist attraction, we may
even visit cemeteries either seeking information chiselled on the tombstones of our fore-bearers,
or to sit in quiet memory of those we knew well. The country roads of SD&G hold fond
memories for many of us, and tell the story of our early years as a province, a country, but before
my ancestors came to settle in SD&G, they loved other places as well.

My maternal grandparents, Fred and Mary (Seymour) Eamer, were descended from United
Empire Loyalist families of SD&G, my grandfather from German Palatine lines, and my
grandmother, from the Scottish, which I only found through research in recent years. I can’t
remember any specific stories that my Grandfather Eamer would tell of his Loyalist ancestors,
but yet, I seem to have always known of them. Perhaps it wasn’t until the large Eamer family
reunion in 1984 at Eamer’s Corners that I became aware of this heritage. Even though I was only
fourteen at the time, one thing did strike me, and has stayed with me ever since - my grandfather
was deeply proud of his Loyalist heritage. I remember the reunion almost being a reverent
occasion for him. He and my grandmother walked ahead of the rest of the family as we entered
the gymnasium of Eamer’s Corners Public School where it was held, and when handed the
button, with a ribbon attached indicating the line he was descended from, Philip Eamer, he wore
it proudly. Even if I hadn’t realized the significance of the event to him at the time, it would
become apparent years later when given his old bible, where I found the ribbon tucked into one
its pages. Though he had long since passed, the memory of his pride in that moment came
flooding back.

The traumatic experiences endured during the American Revolution surely marked my ancestors
in unknown ways. Is it possible that beyond the stories we share, the pride my family feels, that
the deep, unexplainable, connection I feel when visiting the places of my ancestors, is imprinted
memory – a link to my past? Perhaps it is best to give a short history of the United Empire
Loyalists who came to SD&G from the Mohawk Valley, New York, to more fully understand the
phenomena.
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SD&G Loyalist Families – Displacement to Settlement

Life in the Mohawk Valley
Pre-American Revolution: Many of
the families who once resided in the
Mohawk Valley had come from many
lands. Of course those of the Iroquois
Confederacy (Mohawk, Oneida,
Onondaga, Cayuga, Seneca, and
Tuscarora) had made these lands home
for millennia, but my ancestors: the
farmers, the tradesmen, the merchants,
and soldiers, had come from across
oceans.

Stone Arabia, Mohawk Valley, NY.

In particular my grandfather’s German Palatine lines: Eamer, Gallinger, Cryderman, and
Alguire, just to name a few, had been refugees fleeing religious wars and persecution in the
Palatinate of Germany (western Germany). For many, their original destination upon fleeing had
been England, but finding they were unwelcomed by the locals who were either unable, or
unwilling, to help them in their dire need, they were given passage to the colonies by Queen
Anne, who ruled at the time. The passage came with a steep price. They were to give seven years
of service in order to pay the debt.
Once in Mohawk Valley, many of the families began the backbreaking work of taming the vast
wilderness to make the land bountiful. In fact, the valley was known during their time there as
the most abundant wheat growing region in the colonies. For my ancestors, it was on Sir William
Johnson’s land that they settled. Superintendant of Indian Affairs, it is said that by the time of his
death in 1774, he owned approximately 200,000 acres. Under this system Sir William prospered,
the Crown and England benefited from the riches of the colonies, and after seven, long, arduous
years, one by one, the tenant farmers were released from the bonds of servitude. Of course,
others paid their debt while working in their traditional trades such as: blacksmiths, coopers,
wagon makers, or in the case of the Scots, serving as a protectionary force for Sir William. It is
said, however, that their primary role was to create a show of force to the “rebellion inclined”
German Palatines, so numerous in the valley. Though I have not explored much of the history of
my Scottish ancestors during their time in the Mohawk Valley, I have visited Scotland and the
places of the Highland Clearances where many of my ancestors once hailed from, which makes
the thought of serving Sir William, a wealthy subject of the British Crown, the source of their
defeat, almost impossible to imagine. However, survival is a strong desire, and with families to
support, and perhaps no future to glean in Scotland - many already being settled in British
controlled Canada and colonial America - they
did what must be done and served Sir William.
With their debt now paid, many families
established themselves as farmers and land
owners, tradesmen, and merchants, and the
communities in the Mohawk Valley began to
grow and prosper. The future they had dreamed
of was coming to fruition. Though tensions
often rose and fell, as in many communities in
the early days of the colonies, a relative peace
had settled upon the valley. Just as the future for
their children seemed assured, the voices of
discontent grew.
Fort Klock fortified homestead. St Johnsville NY
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The American Revolution: 1775-1783

Sometimes referred to as ‘America’s first civil war,’ the American Revolution presented a dire
situation for many – would they be an ally or enemy to the cause for independence. While some
sought compromise, perhaps believing that their relative isolation amongst the rolling hills of the
valley would protect them from the increasing tensions being reported in the larger, longestablished places on the eastern seaboard, they were not immune. As the discord grew so too
this hope faded.
Having inherited his father’s estate, Sir John Johnson, was an ardent supporter of the ruling
monarch, King George III, and his assertion that he alone was master of the colonies, found
himself increasingly in peril as the revolutionaries set their sights on the Mohawk Valley, and
this vocal opponent of their efforts to seek independence. Receiving warning of his impending
arrest, Sir John left his home, Johnson Hall, when the dark of night fell on May 19, 1776, along
with approximately 170 of his tenant farmers and friends, who fled north, led by Mohawk guides
who had long been allied with the Johnson family.

Despite accounts of the group
arriving in Montreal in early June
1776 in ‘poor and starving
condition,’ Sir John raised the King’s
Royal Regiment of New York
(KRRNY) only three days later.
Heading back into the Mohawk
Valley, along with many of the men
of his party, he determined to regain
what had been lost, or if not to be
had, they would lay waste to it
ensuring no benefit could be had by
the revolutionaries.

Johnson Hall, Johnstown, NY.

Pitted against one another, neighbours, friends, and families found themselves on two sides of
the war. There are accounts of fathers meeting sons upon battlefield, which were very often
rugged, dense forests, or the very fields they may have once tended together. The tragedy of such
circumstances cannot be fathomed.

By the time the American Revolution came to a decisive end with the signing of the Treaty of
Paris on September 3, 1783, many lives had been lost on both sides. Whether they had fled north
throughout the long years of war, or waited until the peace was signed, signalling their defeat,
the Loyalist families of the Mohawk Valley, and throughout the colonies, now found themselves
without a home. Upon reaching Quebec many lingered in refugee camps or billeted with families
until land for resettlement became available.

SD&G –Beginning Anew
In 1784, the land in what would become SD&G counties was finally surveyed. Families were
given land (reward for their loyalty) and basic provisions, including: simple canvas tents, limited
livestock, and the tools to once again carve out farms from the dense, virgin forests. About 7,500
people, many of them with young children in tow, toiled day and night over years, until
eventually they had made this new land, home.

Though the soaring peaks of mountains may be missing from the SD&G landscape, hints of what
was left behind seen across the St. Lawrence river as murky, dark shadows upon the horizon, the
beauty of SD&G’s rolling hills, expansive farm fields, lush forests, and winding rivers and
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streams, cannot be denied. It is now our much beloved home, and no matter where future
generations may go, we are always and forever connected to this place. But if this rings true,
perhaps we might feel the same of another once beloved home of our ancestors.

A trip of 230+ years: My Journey Back to the Mohawk Valley

In 2015, Fort Plain Museum (Fort Plain, NY), in the heart of the Mohawk Valley, hosted the
First Annual Conference on the American Revolution in the Mohawk Valley. After years of
researching my Loyalist SD&G heritage, one rather important element to better understanding
my ancestors’ experience remained, I needed to go back to their once home.

Crossing into the US at Johnstown, Ontario (near Prescott), my mother, who would join me,
having come from my hometown of Cornwall, once known as New Johnstown. These names hint
to the Loyalist attempts to recreate what was lost to them in Johnstown, NY.

On our four hour journey, I thought about the accounts I had read of how much the Loyalists
missed the Mohawk Valley, and how families had tried to reclaim their land into the 1970s. Why
was there still so much emotion attached to this place, for their descendants? With my first
glimpse of the vast farm fields reaching to the banks of the winding Mohawk River, cradled
between the Adirondack and Catskill mountain chains, a lump rose in my throat, and tears welled
in my eyes, and I knew in an instant. It was as though I had traveled back in time and I was
‘home.’

Passing many Amish farms, it was not difficult to imagine
my ancestors working the land, and though the beauty
surrounding us was inescapable, this only deepened my
melancholy. To be tied to places you have never visited
before lacks sense or explanation, yet it seems to be a
fairly common experience for those who know their
ancestors, and where they were from. We feel a deep
sense of connectedness to place, and want to perhaps
fulfill a desire that could not be met in our ancestors’
lifetime. Would this trip, taken over 230 years later, heal
some old wounds? This was yet to be determined based on
our welcome…or not.

Stone Arabia, NY.

I was excited to be going to the conference, but I also had some trepidation. Would we be
welcomed as those with a common history, perhaps even common kinship, or would the
sentiment that we were traitors to the cause, or even enemy, yet linger? Pulling up to the Fort
Plain Museum (Fort Plain, NY), we found a parking spot among the many that had already
arrived.

Passing a few individuals dressed in colonial militia uniform on our way to the entrance did little
to ease my concerns. Upon entering, we were warmly greeted as long lost friends. What a relief!
As it turns out, not only are Loyalist descendants welcome, our story is very much told in nearly
equal measure to that of the American cause. It is without a doubt a difficult, complex history,
however, it seems that with 230+ years between such hard times and now, we could once again
meet as friends…family. We could be interested in and even enjoy learning more of the position
and experience of each side of this conflict that had torn us apart so many generations before.
This is not to say that some on both the American and Loyalist sides do not hold tight to old,
unwavering stances, but we did not experience any of this animosity on this first trip, or in the
subsequent two trips to the Mohawk Valley since.
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My mother and I enjoyed the conference,
which included a bus tour to several
historic sites, and had fascinating speakers,
but most memorable - most poignant - were
the quiet drives we took on the country
roads along the Mohawk River, and into the
foothills, where we could see families
working the fields even as night settled
upon the valley. This is where I felt my
ancestors whispering through time, where I
knew my grandfather would have been
proud that we took this trip together. This is
where I truly understood the meaning of
legacy, for we were the dream our
ancestors had sacrificed so much for.

Palatine Church built in 1770. St. Johnsville, NY.

Home is where the heart is

It seems the heart can love one place, even as it fondly remembers places of other deep
connection, and just as SD&G holds a special place in our hearts, so too does the Mohawk
Valley.
------------------------------------Finally, I have found that my connections to the Mohawk Valley go even deeper. Earlier in this piece, I
mentioned how the Scottish Loyalists were often brought to the colonies for protection against the French
who sought to recapture their hold on places such as the Mohawk Valley. My first Lalonde ancestor in
New France, Jean deLalonde, was a soldier in the Carignan-Salières Regiment during the reign of King
Louis XIV (1600s). Part of their role was to go throughout the lands claimed by France, including the
Mohawk Valley, to strengthen their hold on them.

------------------------------------Jennifer is the author of: A Walk with Mary (2012), Shadows in the Tree (2013) – an historical fiction
account of her Loyalist family’s flight from the Mohawk Valley to Canada, and Daughter of Conflict
(2015). www.jenniferdebruin.com

In addition, Jennifer is a proven descendant of a number of United Empire Loyalist of SD&G including:
Peter Eamer, Michael Gallinger, Harmonous Cryderman, John McDonell (buried at the old St. Andrew’s
West cemetery along with his wife, Jane), Donald McDonell, and Duncan Grant.

Further Reading & Resources:
- United Empire Loyalists Association of Canada (UELAC): www.uelac.org
- St. Lawrence Branch – UELAC: http://uelac.org/st-lawrence/
- NEW Facebook Page: www.facebook.com/StLawrenceUELAC
- Third Annual Conference of the American Revolution in the Mohawk Valley will take place
June 8 - 11, 2017. Contact Fort Plain Museum for more information: www.fortplainmuseum.com

************************
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In our last newsletter we published this picture of the Empey’s Inn
sign (1814), once situated on the Post Road. A house now stands on
the property and through the years it has become known as the
Thompson residence. It was home for Henry Empey’s descendents
Clifford, Laura, Gertrude, Everard, Neil (died at 22), Winning, and Hildred
Thompson. Only Laura (Cameron) and Hildred (Johnson) married.

Recently Tracey Chaussi (née Johnson), Hildred’s granddaughter,
presented this account written by Hildred describing what life was like
growing up in the area. Tracey believes it was written during
Hildred’s teenage years in the early 1900s.
Tracey also sends along some photos of the old wooden bridge that
crossed the Ottawa New York R.R. at the Post Road near the
Thompson house. The bridge was built in 1915 to replace the original 1898 version.

The Old Homestead
This is the story of the ‘old homestead’ better known in the olden days as “Popular Lodge”, and
now as the “Thompson Residence” at the Post Road. It was built in the year 1812 by my great,
great, grandfather, Philip Henry Empey, a United Empire Loyalist and one of the first settlers on
the Post Road. My great grandfather was a boy of 15 years, served under Colonel Bright as the
Battle of Crysler’s Farm. The house is situated at the cross roads, three miles north of Mille
Roches and two and a half miles west of St. Andrews West.
The house is built of stone with walls 20” thick and beams hand-hewed out of trees grown on the
farm and are 11” thick causing the windows to have very deep window sills. The windows open
in the centre and swing inwards. There are three fire places, one in each of the lower rooms,
though not in use now for heating purposes. They are very serviceable for book-cases and
cupboards. In the kitchen, an oven built in the stone wall is located close to the fireplace which
was the only way of baking in those days. A wooden sink in the kitchen, with a square wooden
drain through the wall let the water out. One of the beams in the kitchen hangs an old double
barrel chuck shotgun that was used by the grandfathers for hunting deer, wolves and wild cats
which were plentiful in those days. Lead shot was used and powder pounded in the long barrels
by what was called a ram rod. The lime used for the farm was made in a kiln north of the house.
The women made their own dresses from homespun wool and flax. The only means of lighting
in the house was by homemade tallow candles. Mortar for the masonry was mixed and cured
underground 1 year ahead before it was used for walls for plaster
In the attics are relics, articles brought over by the United Empire Loyalists harness that had
large brass buckles, deer-hide trunks which have combination locks, which require no keys.
These trunks contain articles so very old that it is impossible to say how old they are. Some of
the wills drawn up by my great, great grandfather (who was a sheriff) contained such strange
requests as goods to be made up, dresses, bags of grain and potatoes. All writing was done by
hand and handmade seals were used.

On the north side of the house is a small kitchen which in olden days was called a stoop. There
was a large apple and plum tree orchard west of the homestead which produced so much fruit
that people used to come with carts and were given free fruit to take home. A strange custom in
those days was to call the apple trees after the girls in the family. To the south of the orchard
was a large hotel or Inn. The old sign is still kept and is made out of a board with a painted
bottle and wine glass on it. The coach was the only way of travel from Montreal to Kingston. It
used to stop here for change of horses, for meals and to take on passengers. That was how it
became known as the “King’s Road” or “Post Road”. There were no whips for the horses so
they used gads from poplar trees. These were often left at the Inn. Some were planted and grew
into trees. During the building of the Ottawa-New York Railroad, (completed in July 1898) and
passes through the northern part of the farm, my parents boarded men who worked on the
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building of the rail-road and kept their horses. My sister, Laura (Mrs. Cameron) was the first
woman to have a ride on the railroad over that portion of the track when it was completed (even
if it was on a hand-car).
Situated on the southern part of the farm is a beautiful inland lake and in the year of 1897 was
the scene of a busy undertaking. By means of manpower and a small railroad, stones quarried
were taken to Mille Roche and used for the building of the dam at the power-house and for the
rip raping of the Cornwall Canal. In the field adjoining the quarry, so many houses were built to
house the workers, stores and boarding-houses that it was like a small village. In the forest at the
south, there was a large maple grove where syrup was made in big iron pots and large wooden
ladles were used to stir the liquid. At the season, a taffy party was usually held.

Hildred Thompson, circa 1910

Erecting the new bridge over the Ottawa New York Rail Way at the Post Road, 1915.

Left, completed bridge c. 1915. Right the original built 1898
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Correction: In our last newsletter I mistakenly stated that the key that we have on display in
our museum that once belonged to Simon Fraser was from his house. This is not correct. As Jim
Brownell pointed out the key is from Fraser’s saw mill and the fireplace keystone is from the
ruins of the Simon Fraser house. Jim purchased both items at auction and donated them to the
Cornwall Township Historical Society. My apologies to Jim and I thank him for bringing it to
my attention.

Stone Wall Update:

This past June the Ontario Ministry of Transportation held an
open house to discuss preliminary plans for improvements to Highway 138. High on their list of
concerns is the stone wall that surrounds the pioneer cemetery in St. Andrews. Ken McDonald,
Don McIntosh and Father Dan Van Delst met with the planners, engineers and archeologists and
reviewed our concerns over the issues with snow removal, mortar deterioration and the frequent
collisions that occur along the stone fence. From previous excavations along County Rd. 18,
we learned that remains were discovered outside the wall and for that reason the Ministry is
reluctant to proceed with installing bollards as that would require further digging.
On August 18 we met again at the Heritage Centre with the consultants and the Ministry. We
were shown three designs of a re-aligned intersection that would provide a wider turning radius
for trucks. The consensus is that these designs are cost prohibitive as they require expropriation
of private lands. A more feasible proposal suggested is replacing the existing wall with a cast in
place textured concrete wall that would resemble stone and be able to sustain minor impact. How
much of this more durable wall would replace the existing one remains up for debate. As you
are well aware the wheels of government turn very slowly, but we’ll keep you informed of any
changes to the wall long before plans are finalized.

Simon Fraser Named Nationally Significant Person:

As part of
Canada History Week, on July 4 the federal government announced the designation of 13 new
nationally significant persons, places and events that help define Canada’s history. Under the
category of Developing Economies our Simon Fraser is one of those designated. Minister
Catherine McKenna encourages all Canadians to take the opportunity to discover the diverse
history of our great nation. For more about this you can visit www.tinyurl.com/jfo4z5u

Many thanks to the clean-up crew and our volunteer greeters who helped
out at the Heritage Centre this past summer. Our guests certainly enjoyed
the museum displays and hearing the history of the surrounding area. We
especially want to thank Brian Sturgeon for displaying his model replica of
the log church.

Remember: Our next meeting is Tuesday September 27, 7:30 pm at the Heritage

Centre. So hope to see you there.
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